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July 1, 2013

All Scheduled Commercial Banks
(Excluding RRBs)

Dear Sir/ Madam

Recommendations of Damodaran Committee on Customer Service in BanksUniformity in Intersol Charges

Please refer to paragraph 74 of the Monetary Policy Statement 2013-14 announced on
May 3, 2013 (extract enclosed) on ‘Recommendations of Damodaran CommitteeUniformity in Intersol Charges’.
2. In this connection, a reference is also invited to our circular DBOD. No. Dir. BC. 56/
13.03.00/ 2006-2007 dated February 2, 2007 on ‘Report of the Working Group to
Formulate a Scheme for Ensuring Reasonableness of Bank Charges’ whereby banks
were advised to identify basic services on the basis of broad parameters indicated by
the Working Group constituted by Reserve Bank of India for the purpose and the
principles to be adopted/ followed by them for ensuring reasonableness in fixing and
communicating the service charges for the basic banking services.
3. With the introduction of Core Banking Solution (CBS), it is expected that customers of
banks would be treated uniformly at any sales or service delivery point. It is, however,
observed that some banks are discriminating against their own customers on the basis
of one branch being designated as the ‘home’ or ‘base’ branch where charges are not
levied for products/ services and other branches of the same bank being referred to as
‘non-home’ branches where charges are levied for the same products/ services. The
charges generally referred to as ‘Intersol’ charges, are also not uniform across home/

non-home branches. This practice followed by some banks is contrary to the spirit of the
Reserve Bank’s guidelines on reasonableness of bank charges. As ‘Intersol’ charges
are charges levied by the bank to cover the cost of extending services to customers by
using the CBS/Internet/Intranet platform, the cost should be branch/customer agnostic
in- principle.

It is clarified that cash handling charges may not be included under

intersol charges.
4. In order to ensure that bank customers are treated fairly and reasonably without any
discrimination and in a transparent manner at all branches of banks/service delivery
locations under CBS environment, banks are advised to follow a uniform, fair and
transparent pricing policy and not discriminate between their customers at home branch
and non-home branches. Accordingly, if a particular service is provided free at home
branch the same should be available free at non home branches also. There should be
no discrimination as regards intersol charges between similar transactions done by
customers at home branch and those done at non-home branches.

Yours faithfully,

(Prakash Chandra Sahoo)
Chief General Manager
Encl: As above
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Extract of Monetary Policy Statement 2013-14

74. With the introduction of Core Banking Solution (CBS), it is expected that customers
of banks would be treated uniformly at any sales or service delivery point. It is observed,
however, that some banks are discriminating against their own customers on the basis
of one branch being designated as the ‘home branch’ where charges are not levied for
products/services and other branches being referred to as ‘non-home’ branches where
charges are levied for the same products/services. This practice is contrary to the spirit
of the Reserve Bank’s guidelines on reasonableness of bank charges. With a view to
ensuring that bank customers are treated fairly and reasonably without any
discrimination and in a transparent manner at all branches of banks/service delivery
locations, banks are advised to:

• follow a uniform, fair and transparent pricing policy and not discriminate between their
customers at home branch and non-home branches.

Detailed guidelines will be issued by end-June 2013.

